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Abstract— Efficiently consuming energy in wireless technology has concerned increasing consideration recently, while  at 
the  same  time  how  to attain  power  from  ambient  atmosphere  is  a new direction to widen the lifetime of battery. This 
survey focuses on the significance of using low power wireless techniques and components for various applications by 
introducing a proportional among various low power wireless techniques to preserve power and desire the lifetime. The main 
objective of energy consumption methods is to gather and collective data in energy efficient way so that network life time is 
enhanced. This article will conclude with potential future research trends. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 
Wireless sensor networks (WSNs) have expanded 
world-wide deliberation in recent years, mostly with 
the propagation in Micro-Electro-Mechanical systems 
(MEMS) scheme   which   has   aided   the   
improvement   of intellectual sensors [1]. These 
sensors are tiny, with inadequate processing and 
computing possessions. These sensor nodes are able 
to measure, sense, and gather information from the 
surroundings and, depends on few local resolution 
process, they can convey the intellect data to the 
users.   
 
The sensors nodes contain of data processing, 
sensing, and communicating constituent, influence 
the plan of sensors networks.  A sensors network [2] 
is  composed  of  a  huge  amount  of  sensor  nodes  
that  are tightly arranged either inside the occurrence 
or incredibly close to it. Intellectual sensor nodes are 
low power devices prepared with one or more 
sensors, memory, a processor, a radio, a power supply 
and an actuator. An assortment of thermal, 
mechanical, chemical, biological, optical, and 
magnetic sensors may be joined to the sensor node to 
calculate properties of the ambiance. Since the sensor 
nodes have bounded memory and are normally 
organized in difficult-to-access locations, a radio is 
executed for wireless communication to convey the 
data to the base station. Battery is the primary power 
resource in a sensor node. Secondary power supply 
that produces power from the surroundings such as 
solar panels may be extra to the node depending on 
the correctness of the surroundings where the sensor 
will be organized. In few cases it is probable to hunt 
energy from the outside surroundings [3]. However, 
outside power resources often reveal a non-
continuous performance so that an energy barrier is 
required as well. In any crate, energy is a very crucial 
source. Therefore, energy saving is a main issue in 
the design of systems depends on wireless networks. 

II. EFFICIENT POWER ARCHITECTURE 
 
Energy Conscious Cooperative Base Station  
A base station is the interface among wireless 
phones and conventional wired phones. The base 
station, a  wireless system, ut il izes microwave 
r a d i o communication.  It is collected of  
numerous antennas swelled on a tower and a 
erecting with electronics in it at the base. When a 
call is made using mobile phone, the mobile phone 
and base station converse back and forward by 
radio, and the radio waves they utilize are in the 
microwave section of the electromagnetic range. 
Traffic consignment at the base station has 
important differences in time owing to an amount 
of issues like user mobility and behaviour.  
Evaluated  to  the  suburban  areas  the  traffic  
consignment  is  superior  in industrial areas through 
daytime, and similarly during the night [4]. 
Consequently, there are few cells which are always 
under low consignment, while few are under deep 
traffic consignment. Thus, static cell size 
exploitation is not finest with unreliable traffic 
situations. 
As BS consumes substantial range of energy, 
carefully letting BSs go to snooze depends on their 
traffic consignment can direct to imperative range 
of energy savings. When a few cells are sleep mode 
or in switched off, the radio coverage can be assured 
by the lingering vigorous cells by sealing in the slits 
formed. The various m u l t i p r oc e s s o r s  
s ys t e m s  conversed for  sensor node platform can 
also be employed at the BS [4]. 
 
Platform for Sensor Node  
The most critical phase of wireless network power 
consumption is the devise of the sensor-node 
platform itself.  Eventually, it is the hardware sensor-
node that guzzles the energy, so if the raised area 
itself is not power-efficient, no range of superior 
layer optimization will defer preferred results.  Earlier 
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than we converse efficient energy design methods for 
sensor-node platforms, let us seem at the distinctive 
workload outline for a sensor node that is element of 
a scrutiny sensor network [4]. This is shown in Fig. 1. 
 

 
Fig.1 Typical wireless sensor network workload showing to 

distinct phases 
 
Since it can be seen, two different stages are consists 
in the workload.  The first stage, tagged “lower 
workload,” symbolizes the status of the network in 
the lack of interlopers.  Nodes occasionally stir up, 
test their sensors to perceive any interlopers, and, in 
their deficiency, reverse to sleep. To offer higher 
energy efficiency in this stage, a sensor-node 
platform be supposed to: 

 It offer an ultra-low energy sleep mode since 
the node occupies a maximum of its time in 
sleep state 

 It offer  a  rapid  wakeup  capacity  to  
decrease  the  energy  management  
overhead. 

 
The second stage of the sensor network’s workload is 
tagged “higher workload” in Fig. 1. This symbolizes 
the state when interloper action is perceived. In this 
condition, the nodes execute an important range of 
calculation and communiqué to place and trail the 
interloper. To optimize energy in this stage, the 
sensor node must execute its active-mode calculation 
and communiqué in an energy-efficient way. 
Obtainable sensor-node platforms are not capable to 
concurrently gratify all the above necessities. 
Whereas an ultra-low-power sleep mode can be 
attained by methods such as trifling   power-
management   overhead, power gating   and higher 
mode energy-efficiency   characterize clashing   
intentions.   This   replicates   the   essential   trade-
off   that   processors   with   lower   power managing 
slide have deprived active-mode energy efficiency 
and vice-versa [4].  One method to conquer this clash 
is to devise a sensor node with both kinds of 
processors, as shown in Fig.2. 
In the “lower workload” stage, the higher-end 
processor is power gated and the sensor node utilizes 
a lower-end processor that offers lower overhead stir. 
When the sensors  sense  movement,  the  network  
conversions  to  the  “higher  workload”  stage.  The 
higher-end processor is wake up and executes the 

rigorous calculation and communiqué in an energy- 
efficient way 
Formerly the interloper foliage, the network 
evolutions to the “lower workload” stage once more 
and the higher- end processor is close up downward. 
Such a layered processing architecture is called a 
diverse multiprocessor with dramatic stir.  Dissimilar  
conservative  multiprocessor   schemes  where  the 
processors  typically  function  in parallel,  in this 
crate,  only one of the two processors  is utilized to 
perform request functionality at every given time. 
The brave then is to choose when and how to toggle 
from one processor to another one at runtime depends 
on the experiential workload [4]. 
 

 
Fig.2 A heterogeneous multiprocessor sensor node with 

staged wakeup 
 
III. DIFFERENT ENERGY SAVING METHODS 
IN WIRELESS SENSOR NETWORKS 
 
The power consumption essentially depends on the 
particular node. In  [5-6]  it  is  shown  that  the  
power  attributes  of  a Mote-class node are absolutely 
dissimilar from individuals of a stargaze node. On the 
other hand, succeeding comments normally embrace 
[7]. 

1. The    transmission    system    has very much 
higher    power consumption than the 
calculation subsystem. It has shown that 
transmitting one bit may utilize as much as 
performing few hundreds instructions [5]. 
Therefore, transmission may be traded for 
calculation in wireless communications. 

2. Where as the energy consumption drops of at 
least one order of magnitude in the sleep 
state, the radio power consumption is of the 
same order of magnitude in the sending, 
receiving, and idle stages. So, the radio 
should be put to sleep whenever it is possible 
[1]. 

3. Based on the specific application, the sensing 
system should be another significant source 
of power consumption, so its energy 
consumption has to be decreased. 

Depending on the above power breakdown, various 
techniques have to be exploited, to minimize the 
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power consumption in wireless technologies [1]. 
Widely, we recognize three main enabling schemes, 
duty cycling, namely, data-driven techniques, and 
mobility as shown in Figure 3. 

 
Fig.3 Different Energy Conservation Schemes in Wireless 

Sensor Networks 
 
CONCLUSION 
 
In this article, the main approaches to energy saving 
methods in Wireless Sensor Networks are reviewed. 
These energy saving methods are basically used to 
increase the life time of sensor nodes in wireless 
sensor networks. Also the efficient power architecture 

of Wireless Sensors Networks is stressed in this 
survey for proficient power consumption. 
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